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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Durable Calacatta Gold Backsplash Tile White Hexagon Marble Mosaic

Short Description:Our durable Calacatta Gold backsplash tile

is made into hexagonal mosaic pattern that effortlessly

transforms any kitchen or bathroom into a sanctuary of

elegance and sophistication. Crafted with the finest

calacatta gold hexagon mosaic, this exceptional tile boasts a

timeless beauty that will elevate your space to new heights.

Model No.: WPM474

Pattern: Hexagonal

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

Our durable Calacatta Gold backsplash tile is made into hexagonal mosaic pattern that effortlessly transforms

any kitchen or bathroom into a sanctuary of elegance and sophistication. Crafted with the finest calacatta

gold hexagon mosaic, this exceptional tile boasts a timeless beauty that will elevate your space to new heights.

The intricate hexagon mosaic pattern, meticulously arranged, creates a captivating visual tapestry that

seamlessly blends together to form a cohesive and harmonious backsplash or wall covering. Beyond its

aesthetic charm, the Durable Calacatta Gold Backsplash Tile is built to withstand the rigors of daily use. Its

durable and easy-to-clean surface makes it an ideal choice for high-traffic areas, such as kitchen backsplashes

and bathroom walls. The tile's superior quality and exceptional craftsmanship ensure that it will maintain its
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pristine appearance for years to come, providing a long-lasting and reliable solution for your home

improvement projects.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Durable Calacatta Gold Backsplash Tile White Hexagon Marble Mosaic

Model No.: WPM474

Pattern: Hexagon

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM474

Color: White

Material Name: Calacatta White Marble

Model No.: WPM184A

Color: White & Gold

Material Name: Calacatta White Marble, Brass

Product Application

The versatility of this tile is truly remarkable. Whether you're looking to create a modern, minimalist look in

your kitchen or a spa-like ambiance in your bathroom, the White Hexagon Marble Mosaic can effortlessly

adapt to any design style. Its timeless elegance and neutral color palette complement a wide range of decor

schemes, making it a versatile choice for homeowners and design enthusiasts alike. Installation of the Durable

Calacatta Gold Backsplash Tile is a breeze, thanks to its bulk hexagon mosaic pattern. The pre-assembled

sheets allow for quick and efficient installation, saving you time and effort during your renovation process.

The result is a seamless and visually stunning Mosaic Splashback Tiles Kitchen or bathroom that will leave a

lasting impression on all who enter your home.



Elevate your living spaces with the Durable Calacatta Gold Backsplash Tile and experience the perfect

marriage of style and durability. Invest in this exceptional product and transform your kitchen, bathroom, or

any other area into a true architectural masterpiece that will inspire and delight for years to come.

FAQ

Q: Can Durable Calacatta Gold Backsplash Tile White Hexagon Marble Mosaic be installed on drywall?

A: Do not directly install the mosaic tile on drywall, it is recommended to coat thin-set mortar which has a polymer

additive. Thus the stone will be installed on the wall stronger.

Q: What is your minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1077 square feet).

Q: What are the advantages of marble mosaic tile?

A: 1. The look and feel are unmatched by any other material.

2. There are no two pieces the same.

3. Durable and heat resistant

4. Long-lasting beauty

5. Many available color styles and patterns

6. Can be restored and refinished

Q: Where do marble mosaic tiles need sealing

A: Bathroom and shower, kitchen, living room, and other areas where applied marble mosaic tiles all need sealing, in

order to prevent staining, and water, and even protect the tiles.


